Parameterization and invariant measure
Special orthogonal group SO(n + 1; j) has been defined in [1] . Expansion in algebra so (n + 1; j) as a vector space into direct sum so (n + 1; j) = N 0 (X 01 , X 02 , . . . , X 0n ) ⊕ so (n; j ), (1) where j = (j 2 , j 3 , . . . , j n ); X km are matrix generators (X µν ) νµ = 1,
m , is invariant in respect to adjoint representation of subalgebra so (n; j ) = {X km , k < m, k, m = 1, 2, . . . , n} (special subalgebra in terminology of [2] ), because [N 0 , so (n; j )] ⊂ N 0 . Applying expansion (1) to subalgebra so (n; j ) and setting this process forth, we obtain complete expansion of algebra so (n + 1; j): so (n + 1, j) = N 0 ⊕ (N 1 ⊕ (N 2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (N n−2 ⊕ ⊕so (2; j n ))) . . . ), (2) where N k = N k (X k,k+1 , . . . , X kn ). General element X (Q k ) ∈ N k is as follows
Q ks X ks (3) where Q ks ∈ R; Q k = (Q k,k+1 , . . . , Q kn ), k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2, Q n−1 = = Q n−1,n ; X (Q n−1 ) ∈ so (2; j n ). Exponential mapping brings X (Q k ) into the element of group SO(n + 1; j) which can be written as follows:
2 where r, s = k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n; Q k = Q , k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, and, in addition, Q n−1 = Q n−1,n . To expansion (2) of algebra so (n + 1; j) there corresponds to special expansion of the following group transformations q ∈ SO(n + 1; j):
Further we shall use this parameterization of group SO (n + 1; j). To find geometrical sense of special group parameters Q k , let us consider connected component of unit sphere S n (j) in space R n+1 (j), determined by equation
Group SO (n + 1; j) acts transitively on S n (j), which enables to realize connected component of a sphere as factor-space S n (j) = SO (n + +1; j)/SO (n; j ) = {s (Q 0 )}, the latter takes place in parameterization (5) . Subgroup SO (n; j ) is stationary subgroup for point F 0 = (1, 0, ..., 0) on sphere. Acting on F 0 by transformation s (Q 0 ), we get point y 0 = = s (Q 0 )F 0 on sphere with coordinates x 0 = cos
, where pr 0 is projection on subspace R n (j ) along axis x 0 . We find from here that s (Q 0 ) is a rotation in the plane {x 0 Q 0 }, Q 0 ∈ R n (j ) by angle Q 0 . When y 0 runs through all points on sphere, vector pr 0 y 0 fills all projection of sphere on subspace R n (j ). For this reason the range of definition D n (j) of parameter Q 0 up to a factor is projection of sphere on R n (j ):
3 where B n π (j ) is a solid sphere of real radius π in R n (j ); B n iπ (j ) is a solid sphere of imaginary radius iπ in R n (j ).
It is necessary to keep in mind that for some values of parameters j the sphere of imaginary radius coincides with the whole R n (j ), for example, for
Repeating the same considerations for sphere
is a rotation in the plane {x n−1 , x n } by angle Q n−1,n , where Q n−1,n ∈ D 1 (j n ), where
Thus, under expression of elements of group SO (n + 1; j) into product (5) special group parameters Q k belong to domains D n−k (j (k) ), described by (7)-(9).
Let us find expression for invariant measure on group SO (n + 1; j) in parameterization (5) . Previously let us establish what is invariant measure on spheres. Invariant measure on sphere S n (j) in Cartesian coordinates is known:
The relation between Cartesian coordinates and parameters Q 0 can be found from equation x = s (Q 0 ) F 0 and is as follows:
. . , n. Jacobian of the transformation is as follows:
| cos j 1 Q 0 |, and invariant measure on sphere S n (j) under parameterization Q 0 can be written as
where d n Q 0 = dQ 01 . . . dQ 0n . Similarly we find measure on sphere S n−k (j (k) ):
where
For some values of parameters j the squared quantity Q 2 k can be positive, negative or zero. Let
and for measure we get
The set D 0 n−k (j (k) ) has dimension n − k − 1 and its measure is equal to zero.
Invariant measure on group SO (n + 1; j) in parameterization (5) can be written as
It can be shown that this measure is bilaterally invariant.
Adjoint algebra, adjoint group, co-adjoint representation
Further we consider groups SO (n + 1; ι 1 , j ) isomorphic to groups of motions of Cayley-Klein space of zero curvature. To this aim we introduce
x ∈ R n (j ). A set of transformations {t (x)} = N (x) makes Abelian group, and group SO (n + 1; ι 1 , j ) is semidirect product
The expansion (5) becomes g (x, Q 1 , . . . ,
ant measure on the group comes out of (13) for j 1 = ι 1 :
(ad X) λm y m gives in matrix form the action of adjoint algebra on elements of L.
Let us find matrices of adjoint algebra ad(so (n + 1; ι 1 , j )) in basis X km . To this aim we draw up generators X km , k < m, in order of increasing of number
It can be established that for k ≥ 1 matrices of adjoint algebra of elements X (Q k ), given by (3), has block diagonal structure ad
. Let us consider only diagonal block A n , i.e. the part acting on commutative subalgebra N 0 (X 01 , . . . , X 0n ), keeping for this block the notation ad X (Q k ). We have ad X (x) = 0, ad
, comes out of matrix X (Q k ) by deleting zero first row and zero first column.
Adjoint group Ad(g 0 ) of Lie group G = exp L, g 0 = exp X (F 0 ), is connected with adjoint algebra ad X (F 0 ) by relation Ad(g 0 ) = = exp(ad X (F 0 )), and its action on elements g = exp X (F ) of group G is described by formula
In the case of group SO (n + 1; ι 1 , j ) we consider only that part of matrix of adjoint group which acts on subgroup N (x). It is possible due to block diagonal structure of matrices of adjoint algebra. Under such condition Ad(t(x)) ≡ I, and Ad(s(Q k )) = s (Q k ), k = 1, 2, . . . , n−1, where matrices s (Q k ) come out of matrices s (Q k ), which are described by (4), by deleting the first column and the first row, i.e. substituting I k for I k−1 . To the
s (Q k ) of element of group SO (n + 1; ι 1 , j ) there corresponds the expansion of matrix of adjoint group:
Unitary irreducible representations (characters) of Abelian group of translations N (x) are one-dimensional. Each character can be written as follows
where h k ∈ R, and group of characters N (h) is isomorphic to N (x). The action of subgroup SO (n; j ) on N (h) is given by
where k ∈ SO n (j ). If adjoint group Ad(k) acts in N (x) according to the rule x = = Ad(k) x, then co-adjoint group (co-adjoint representation) Ad * (k) acts in space of characters N (h) according to the rule h = Ad * (k) h, and this action can be found from relation Ad * (k) h, x = h, Ad(k −1 )x . In matrix realization the last requirement gives Ad
To the expansion (5) of elements of group SO (n + 1; ι 1 , j ) there corresponds expansion of co-adjoint representation
Orbits in space of characters and their stationary subgroups
A set of all h = Ad * (k) h 0 , when k runs over all transformations of SO (n; j ), is called orbit O (h 0 ) of character h 0 in respect to subgroup SO (n; j ). It is known [3] that in the case of semidirect products space of characters N (h) is splitted into disjoint orbits, i.e. surfaces in N (h) invariant in respect to action of co-adjoint representation of group Ad * (SO (n; j )). For group SO (n+1; ι 1 , j ) the equation for orbits can be obtained, substituting generators X 0k , k = 1, 2, . . . , n, in Casimir operator of the second order C 2 (ι 1 , j ) for Cartesian coordinate functions h k in space N (h). Casimir operator C 2 (j) of group SO (n + 1; j) is as follows:
For j 1 = ι 1 the second sum in (22) vanishes, and Casimir operator of group SO (n+1; ι 1 , j ) is reduced to the first summand in (22). Substituting then X 0r for h r , we obtain the equation of orbits
The invariant in the right side of (23) can be positive, negative or zero. Positive values inv = R 2 > 0 can be taken for any values of parameters j , negative values inv = −ρ 2 < 0 -for all values of j except for j = 1 and j k = (j 2 , . . . , j n−k−1 , ι n−k , 1, . . . , 1), k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2. Zero values inv = 0 are possible for any values of parameters j . However, for j = 1 orbit degenerates into point o = (0, . . . , 0); for j k , k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2, orbit is entirely situated in subspace R n−k−1 ⊂ R n , and, consequently, its dimension is less than n − 1. In all other cases the dimension of orbit is n − 1.
Substituting in Euclidean space R n Cartesian coordinates h r for h r × × n m=r+1 j m , r = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, we obtain space R n (j ) with scalar pro-
n . Then space of characters N (h) = = R n (j ), and the orbits are spheres in space R n (j ) of real R > 0, imaginary iρ, ρ > 0, and zero radius. Depending on values of parameters j , spheres of nonzero radius are either connected, or consist of two connected components. Let us consider cases of real and imaginary radius separately. Let inv = R 2 , R > 0. Generators of rotations in planes {h k , h r } of space R n we denote Y kr . These generators are compact, if under transition from R n to R n (j ) they are multiplied by real number, and noncompact, if they are multiplied by imaginary or dual number. Let us consider generators Y rn , r = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, of rotations in planes {h r , h n }. Under the above mentioned transition they are multiplied by n m=r+1 j m . If all these generators are noncompact, then the orbit consists of two connected components, differing in sign of h k . But if at least one of these generators is compact, then the orbit is connected. Positive part of coordinate axis intersects each connected orbit at the point M + = (0, . . . , 0, h n = R), and when the orbit consists of two components, the whole axis intersects one component at the point M + , and the other -at the point
. Analysis of products n m=r+1 j m enables to state the following proposition. Proposition 1. Orbits (23) of positive radius make one family, which is characterized by points M + for j = (j 2 , . . . , j k , j k+1 = i, j k+2 = = 1, . . . , j n−1 = 1, j n = i), k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 2. In other cases orbits make two subfamilies, one of which is characterized by points M + and the other -by points M − .
Let inv = −ρ 2 , ρ > 0. If j m+1 = i and parameters j m+2 = · · · = = j n = 1, then points P The equation (23) for inv = 0 gives one orbit and not their family. For j = (j 2 , . . . , j n−k−1 , j n−k = ι n−k , j n−k+1 , . . . , j s , j s+1 = i, j s+2 = = 1, . . . , j n = 1), where j n−k+1 , . . . , j s = 1, i, s = n−k, n−k +1, . . . , n−1, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2, orbit of zero radius can be characterized by points
Using (20), (21) we find for the family of orbits of positive radius that stationary subgroup of points M ± is subgroup of group SO (n; j ), consisting of transformations, leaving invariant axis x n , i.e. K M ± = = SO (n − 1; j 2 , . . . , j n−1 ); moreover, transformations s (n) ∈ SO (n − −1; j 2 , . . . , j n−1 ) can be written as follows:
For the family of orbits of imaginary radius stationary subgroup of points P ± m is subgroup of group SO (n; j ), leaving invariant the axis x m , i.e. K P ± m = SO m n−1 (j 2 , . . . , j n ), where transformation s (m) ∈ SO m (n − −1; j 2 , . . . , j n ) is as follows
Irreducible unitary representations
Group K h0 is stabilizer of character h 0 in respect to action of coadjoint representation of group SO (n; j ). Let T h0 be irreducible unitary representation of group K h0 in some Hilbert space H T . Then irreducible unitary representation e ih0 ⊗ T h0 of subgroup N (x)× ⊃K h0 is realized in H T by relation e ih0 ⊕ T h0 (t(x)s(h 0 )) = e i h0,x T h0 (s(h 0 )),
where t (x) ∈ N (x); s (h 0 ) ∈ K h0 . If inv = R 2 then h 0 = M ± , h 0 , x = ±Rx n , and irreducible unitary representation of subgroup N (x)× ⊃SO (n − 1; j 2 , . . . , j n−1 ) is e ±iRxn T M ± (s (n)). If inv = −ρ 2 , then h 0 = P pm m , h 0 , x = ±ρx m and irreducible unitary representation of subgroup N (x)× ⊃SO m (n − 1; j ) is e iρxm T P ± m (s (m)). Each irreducible unitary representation of group SO (n + 1; ι 1 , j ) = = N (x)× ⊃SO (n; j ) is induced by irreducible unitary representation e ih0 ⊗ T h0 of its subgroup N (x)× ⊃K h0 . Let us denote these representations of group SO (n + 1; ι 1 , j ) by symbol ω h0,T . Operators ω h0,T act in Hilbert space of square-integrable functions on SO (n; j ) H h0,T ={f | f (k(Q)) ∈ L 2 (SO(n; j )) & T h0 (s(h 0 ))f (k(Q)s(h 0 )) = =f (k(Q))∀s(h 0 ) ∈ K h0 , k(Q) ∈ SO(n; j )} (27) according to the rule
Let us evaluate vector x (n−1) = Ad (k −1 (Q)) x. Group element k (Q) ∈ SO (n; j ) in parameterization (5) Ad (s (−Q k )). Let us introduce notations:
